Newsletter 151
From the President
Now that Christmas and New Year have passed and the year
is resuming normality, paints and brushes can begin to flow on
to your favourite paper. My place in the Wairarapa is looking
ochre plus the violet colour of the lavender flowers. Much
inspiration. The green of the pasture and hills has been
replaced.
Soon our AGM is coming and some of my president's report
will give thought to identity and sustainability. What is our
identity in New Zealand. How are we seen by the viewing
public? Which areas in New Zealand value watercolours?
Can we build on
this?
Are
we
reaching into areas
and people who
would like to tune
into
watercolour
painting?
Another
aspect will be “Can
we, the committee,
sustain our level of
excellence for our
400 members?”
Sue Wild has been
securing tutors for
2013 and first on the
list is Greg Allen
from Melbourne. A
painter with flair. He
is
coming
to
Wellington for four
days and some of
those days will be
working out of doors,
viewing and painting
landforms
which
surround us. It promises to be a special time. From watching
him demonstrate in August 2012, he is very adept at slightly
softening edges to give a true watercolour impression. A
helpful skill to adopt. The paintings which he transported here
to show the workshop participants were beautiful, especially
the large vertical work of Amalfi. I hope he brings some more
this time.
Our congratulations go to Susan Worthington of Waikanae.
She was awarded a QSM for services to Botanic Painting. You
will recall Susan was a guest artist in our Diamond Jubilee
Splash 2012 Exhibition.
And finally, enjoy your watercolour painting while the weather
holds.
Helen Wilson,
President
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Skaters in Central
Park, New York
by Ted Sherwen
“Not for the
faint-hearted”
Read about Ted’s
design tenets in his
article on page 4.
Ted will be tutor at
our June workshop.

Dates for the Diary
(details on page 6, 7 & 8)
17 March
Watercolour New Zealand AGM
21-24 March Workshop with Greg Allen
Sun 31 March Wellington MPG at Lyall Bay Surf Club
Sun 7 April Kapiti MPG painting at Waikanae
11 Apr-16 May Thurs evenings Course - Wendy Masters
15 April
Online Competition closing date
19-21 April Safari to the Manawatu
Sun 28 April Wellington MPG in Civic Square
4-5 May
Beginners Workshop with Jacky Pearson
5 May
Kapiti MPG at Waikanae River
Sun 26 May Wellington MPG at Breaker Bay
2 June
Kapiti MPG at Huiawa River Mouth
8-9 June
Workshop with Ted Sherwen
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How do I sell my painting?
Alfred Memelink
Alfred is a well-known watercolour artist from Lower Hutt and
was President of Watercolour New Zealand for four years. He
is very generous in supporting and promoting the painting
efforts of others. On one day I saw his work on sale in an
Auckland shop, attended a service on the Kapiti Coast where
his work featured on the funeral parlour wall and found a
Memelink displayed in a movie cinema in the evening. Who
better to advise members on selling paintings?
I’ve been invited to answer a member’s question “How do I sell
my painting?” Some members will be new to this, so I’ll
approach it from the beginning.
Firstly, be sure that you feel right about your art going out to
the public with a price tag. Art is very personal and you can be
so attached to your creation that you can’t see the wood for the
trees. This is the time to pause, request a critique and soak up
the constructive comments.

A Café Exhibition
Once you are ready to hit the world, the fun way to start selling
is to find a friendly café that allows exhibitions. Don’t just bowl
up, hang your paintings and wait for them to sell. This is your
debut, so plan an opening function. This is as much fun as
planning a wedding but heaps easier as you don’t have to
invite your partner’s family if you don’t want to. A café
exhibition will give you valuable experience in the following:



Marketing: You’ll learn how to get your art out there.
There are many good books to help you with
this. www.artistsalliance.org.nz has very good online guides.



Planning and completing new artworks: It can be an
exciting challenge to build up a body of your own work.



Starting your own VIP invitation database: This will
become one of your most valuable business assets.



Enjoying yourself:
What better excuse to have
a hooley and get your friends together, particularly ones you
haven’t seen for ages. Make it a fun evening for all to
remember. Invite a musician friend to play for a glass of
wine, ask Nana and your sisters to prepare nibbles and your
friends to drink the wine and share the fun.

How to price your paintings
Don’t compare your first paintings to those of established
artists. At your first exhibition, price your paintings so they will
be snapped up by your friends and family. This will ensure that
the exhibition looks successful and starts
building a following for you. You will enjoy
seeing your painting on the wall when you
visit your family and friends.
They will
spread the word about you as an emerging
artist and they will watch with interest as the
price of your paintings ramps up over
subsequent exhibitions.

How can you sell better at a solo or
group exhibition?

The fun of a café exhibition.

often has more spin-offs than sales of artwork.
Be prepared for moments like these:
- When a visitor says “I would have brought that painting if it
was still for sale”. Have a clever response that leads to the
sale of another original that is “just like it”.
- When you need to cut short a conversation with an old mate,
because you notice someone politely waiting for your attention,
you can say ‘’Meet me after the opening and I’ll shout
you a beer’’. They’ll understand.
- When you see someone interested in a painting and
you need to use your selling skills, be brave, introduce yourself
and in a non-pushy way see if you can increase their interest.
Be prepared to offer a sweetener if it will help close the sale.
Rather than drop the price, offer something that doesn’t cost
i.e. a service such as delivery or hanging the artwork in their
home. Or offer another product, like a complimentary greeting
card. You could say “I notice you are interested in my art.
Would you like to be kept informed of future exhibitions that I
might have?”
At a group exhibition, if you spot someone interested in the
work of another artist, say “Would you like to meet the artist?’’
More than often not they say yes.

The next step - a gallery
After a few café exhibitions it’s time for the next step on the
ladder - a gallery. Gallery Managers are constantly approached
by cold-calling artists and can sometimes lose their patience. If
you are lucky you may be shoulder-tapped by a Gallery owner
who has been watching your progress. Otherwise, do your
homework first and choose a gallery that suits your style.

What other opportunities might help you sell?
1. Support your local art society and enter as many of their
exhibitions as possible.
2. Don’t put opportunities into the ‘too hard
basket’. Seize them and make the most of
them.
3. Get a portfolio of your work online, either in
a group such as wwww.artfind.co.nz or from a
web company that specializes in websites for
artists such as www.anuko.com
4. Join the Watercolour New Zealand artists
who paint on Wellington harbour waterfront.
The committee can supply you with a permit
allowing you to paint and sell on the waterfront.
5. Look at other ways to promote yourself e.g.
a personal website; offer your artwork in
different formats such as post cards, greeting
cards, calendars or large and small prints of
your artworks; submit artworks to the
Watercolour New Zealand annual ‘Splash’
exhibition; apply to exhibit at the New Zealand
Artshow; and enter art competitions.

Ensure all paintings are clearly priced. If there
is one that you don’t want to part with, list it
as ‘NFS - artist’s collection’ - but one is
enough.
Have a Visitors Book available for signing
with space for email address and a tick-box
“to be advised of my next exhibition”. Add
them to your VIP database.
Have business cards to hand out and a
Alfred red-stickers a painting at an
notebook to record enquires about
commissioning an artwork. An exhibition early café exhibition. It still hangs in

Hope this helps. Good luck, happy painting.
Alfred Memelink

his friend’s toilet!
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Profile of a member
Jimmy Chen
All of us who attended the Diamond Jubilee
‘Splash’ 2012 exhibition will remember the three
awe-inspiring portraits by Jimmy Chen. ‘Old
Woman’ featured on the front of our last
newsletter as joint winner of the Watercolour New
Zealand Supreme Award. Another of his works
won the French Art Shop People’s Choice Award.
Many members are keen to know more about this
talented artist.
Jimmy Chen began learning to sketch as a boy of
eleven years in his native country, China.
Although he didn’t study art at school, he learned
drawing privately for four
years during
elementary school. He had no professional training, as he
studied Commercial Management in University. He came to New
Zealand in 1996. “In 2009, I started watercolour painting and
found a unique way for watercolour portraits. My dream is to
use my watercolour brush to portray the colours in humanity.”
Painting is a hobby for Jimmy.

The Player—Christmas by Jimmy Chen

Do you have a favourite artist who has influenced your style?
“At the very beginning I learnt from Mr. Guan Weixing who is
the famous Chinese watercolour portrait artist. I learnt his
techniques, then I found my own style.” Jimmy paints wet-inwet, working from either a live model or a photograph. It takes
him about five hours to complete a work. He paints mainly
portraits and a few landscapes, using watercolour or oils.
What exhibitions have you participated in?
“Beside New Zealand’s watercolour exhibitions, I participated in
a watercolour competition held by the International Watercolour
Association in 2011 in Turkey. I got the sixth place.”
Is your work in any collections or owned by renowned people?
I was collected in the top 200 of international watercolour artists
by the International Watercolour Association in 2010.
You can see many more of Jimmy’s works on his Facebook
page. Also view the works of Mr. Guan Weixing on
http://www.guanweixing.com/

New Members welcome!

We are the national society for watercolour artists and welcome new members from
home and abroad. Membership includes our quarterly newsletter, workshops, social activities, exhibitions and discounts
at art stores. Annual subscription: Member - $30 Couple - $40 Student (enrolled) - $15
Name ……………………………………………………. Address …….…………………………….………………..…………
Phone …………………………………….……….……..

…………………………………………………………...…….……..

Mobile ..….……………..……………….......................

........ ………………………………………………………………….

Email …………………………………………………………………………………………….. Post code ..………….…….
Please circle: I am a practising artist / a keen learner / an art appreciator / partner of member ……………………….

Please post with subscription to Watercolour New Zealand
P O Box 33088, Petone, Lower Hutt 5046, New Zealand
www.watercolournewzealand.co.nz
Watercolour New Zealand Newsletter

www.watercolournewzealand.co.nz

President: Helen Wilson +64 4 479 6882 helenwilson1@xtra.co.nz
Vice President: Martin Jenkins +64 4 473 2235 apdc@paradise.net.nz
Vice President: Claire Clark +64 4 236 7928 tandc.clark@clear.net.nz
Treasurer: Michael Bain +64 4 934 2271 mgbain@xtra.co.nz
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Brush Strokes -

Wisdom on Watercolours

A high risk, high reward venture
teacher and, with his artist wife Joan Irving, was a
very good friend.

Ted Sherwen
One of New Zealand’s best-known watercolour artists gives a
taste of the wisdom he will impart at his June workshop for
Watercolour New Zealand.
I paint mainly in transparent watercolour. This is by choice. I
find it an absorbing and exciting medium and am passionate
about it.
Like
my
fellow
painters,
regardless
of
medium
I
constantly strive to improve.
Fine arts painting is hands on
and watercolour is no exception.
It has its own formal disciplines:
The need to maintain an
awareness of the white paper
ground, simplification of images,
and an ideal of executing the
work in approximately three
stages. This ‘medium of the
nursery’
can
and
does
overwhelm. A painting does not
have to have whites - a common
misconception.
However,
integrated/interlocking
whites
held by saturate colour (tertiary
or pure) with good edges is
accomplished painting.

Texture/Calligraphic detail is painted in one value plus or minus
the value of its ground. Calligraphy reinforces a linear or a
colour dominance. So the hip bone is connected to the knee
bone and all roads lead to a unified/varied composition. The
more one investigates, the more absurd is chocolate box
painting or noughts and crosses for that matter!
Graphite pre-painting is a great
device for combining information
with composition.
Critical
images/icons
are
stepped
around the composition in
varying mini focal areas.
We
exaggerate
and
diminish
selectively.
Edges and
gradation
almost
arrange
themselves.
Images are kept
open to allow the eye to flow –
this is ‘Passage’ or to quote
André L’Hote (Post Cubist) a
‘visual flux’.
The equation is
open shape / open colour.

I am not a fan of local colour
and tend to frown at an excess
of same.
I borrow from local
colour but adjust it within a
Makara by Ted Sherwen
selected palette. I will aim for a
colour dominance (or tonal dominance) eg: a green painting.

Awareness of white paper involves allowing the wavelength of
white light to penetrate the watercolour layers and then reflect
back in a secondary bounce. If you ignore this aspect of the
physics of light intermixing/blending with thin layers of pigment
on a white paper ground, you risk success in your painting.
Less is indeed more.

Similarly a work with dynamic whites and edges held in a
maroon colour field with saturate shots of Burnt Umber,
Permanent Rose and Black (made from Thalo Green/
Permanent Rose) may have been preceded by a high key
colourist palette containing three Blues, Lemon Yellow, Orange
and Vermillion.

I do not paint things.

I maintain and constantly use a study notebook/
Watercolour on quality paper where one moves
sketchbook. Watercolour lends itself to this. I
away from one’s comfort zone is a high risk/high
I paint pattern.
paint many 6x4 inch watercolour studies and
reward venture – not for the faint hearted. Degas
regularly make ‘pencil paintings’ in 2B, 4B & 6B. I use the
loved the dance, Lautrec loved the dancers and both could
term ‘pencil paintings’ because I am painting in graphite with
draw and paint.
no pre-drawing.
I lay the graphite in broadly using artists’
As a modern painter in a contemporary world, where the palm
pencils (USA), a flat lead similar to a carpenters pencil, but in
leaf can be awarded for much ado about nothing, I am certain
2B-6B. I keep them very flat and very sharp. I save any
that one must serve one’s apprenticeship.
There are no
graphite shavings to use for reinforcing darks. The results are
shortcuts to attaining a trained fist that can paint from the
geometric, painterly and invite a colour version. I do not paint
elbow or the wrist.
things – I paint pattern. Pattern is subject to the Rule of Seven
(Rex Brandt): less than 7 units is pattern; over 7 it is texture/
Saturate colour (intense) and luminous darks should be
detail. Brandt with his genius for watercolour was renowned
sought. Edge hierarchy and gradation are paramount in the
for his luminous work. He was an exceptional and generous
ideal of variety within unity.
Gradation lends itself to
watercolour. The eye loves gradation and follows it.
My target is completion in 3 stages employing the K.I.S.S.
system. I often commence a watercolour with a broad soft
edged underpainting wet into damp, painted up to ½ strength
with colour/tone (tertiary hues) allocated in anticipation of the
next stages.
Whites or linked whites allocated in the
Arabesque or Passage is the main decision in Stage 1.
Knowledge of pigment characteristics is essential.
The difficult painting stage is stage 2. I paint from the wrist/
elbow in the first 2 stages, keeping an open mind, ready to
adapt, to seize any opportunity presented as the work
advances.
I like the modern definition:

Palm Tree by Ted Sherwen
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“It should be realised that a painting, before it is an anecdote
for a horse or a tree, is a series of shapes and colours on a flat
surface, arranged in a certain order”.
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A winning member
Painting Jane
by Alison Hehir
It rained. Every day. England, summer 2012. Well, that’s how
it seemed…..
…..a flat monochromatic wash of grey, where that green and
pleasant land should be.
Now, I don’t profess to be anything more than an enthusiastic
improver in the watercolour stakes, but I don’t believe in
painter’s block. And if I have a muse, we haven’t been
introduced yet. However, from the muddy puddles of the UK
summer, my usual exhilaration for painting had deserted me.
I did make several limp attempts at cloudscapes. I arranged,
but promptly ate, a very yummy still life. The neighbors dog
came over to pose but after one look at each other, we went
for a walk instead.
Then, out of the mist, came
something to wet my waning
appetite. The Bath Art Prize.
Eight weeks to come up with a
vision of this beautiful Regency
spa town, its crescents of
Georgian architecture carved
from the limestone hills of the
southern Cotswolds.
There was a catch however. The
competition organisers had a
canny plan to ensure entrants
painted popular landmarks, as a
way to promote the city and
encourage plein air action in the
streets.
Accordingly, every
entrant was allocated one
compulsory subject for at least
one painting. After that, you could
paint whatever you liked. Twelve
pounds an entry. All entries must
be for sale and if selected, would
be displayed in an exhibition at
the sponsoring gallery.

My second visit was more
encouraging with some nice
pavement reflections and
fleeting sodden umbrellas,
which of course only made
me feel homesick for
Wellington. If only I had
Jacky Pearson’s skill for
those misty street scenes
and lashing downpours.

Third time lucky, though by now, the Plein Air category had lost
all of its appeal. I headed for the dry of the Jane Austen Centre
at 40 Gay Street. A vibrant souvenir shop dominated the
ground floor, while the top floor groaned with visitors filling
themselves with jam and cream. I discovered these people are
known as Janeites ie. keen fans of Miss Austen (as well as
afternoon tea).

‘After Hours 40 Gay Street’ by Alison Hehir
Jane and her regency gentleman

There was the lure of the major
Bath Prize of 5000 pounds ( yeah
right) , the Plein Air prize ( no
way) not to mention various
category cash prizes amounting
to 7000 pounds (hmm) and a
Highly Commended certificate
( maybe!)
This competition was offering
challenge,
subject
direction,
pounds and the prospect of
praise. Inspiration! I duly filled out
the entry paperwork and before
long,
was
allocated
my
compulsory category. I’d drawn
the Jane Austen Centre….a tourist
attraction to promote the life and
times of ,er, Jane Austen.

Prizegiving - Alison with Rob Appleyard,
Chairman of Bath and North Somerset

On the floors between, I sat
through a video, a speech, and a
tour. Our host looked splendid in
his
‘Regency
Gentleman’
costume, assisted by maidens in
empire bustlines and ballet
slippers. I was surprised to learn
that Jane didn’t like Bath very
much. She found Bath society ‘
shallow and pretentious’ during
her time there between 1801
and1806, but no doubt put her
distaste to good use as
inspiration for her writing. The
Janeites like to view Miss Austen
as a romantic author. Her latest
biographer, however, has called
her a spiky spinster !
As the rain pelted against the tall
sheets of Georgian windows, and
despite warming to Jane’s
colourful and vibrant character, I
felt that perhaps I was out of my
depth. The rooftops on the other
side of the road did, however,
look rather attractive. And for a
few short moments, the clouds
parted, as honey coloured stone
and chimneys trickled through the
gap.
That was it. I would paint the
chimneys and a rebellious Jane,
dancing on the rooftops. And so I
did. I can’t tell you how much
paper I wasted in the process but
I finally produced a couple of
paintings I was pleased with.

What a lot of fuss, you might say,
just to get off my painting
backside,
but
entering
a
competition was the answer for
me. It gave me a structure, goal and purpose, and forced me to
try subject matter I would never have considered otherwise.

‘Ghosts of Gay Street’ by Alison Hehir
Jane and her sister Cassandra

My first visit to Bath saw me heading off with windscreen
wipers at top speed, and enthusiasm to match. By lunchtime I
was sitting drenched on the open top bus tour of the city and
hills, a tour which offered sweeping views of Georgian
raindrops.

And yes, I did rather shockingly win the Jane Austen Centre
category prize and a thousand pounds….. I’m still not sure
how, but best of all, my drought was over.
Thank you Jane.
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What’s Ahead?

What’s been happening?
Watercolour New Zealand

Autumn Safari

paints at Government House

Watercolour New Zealand safaris offer
you an opportunity to spend a weekend
with fellow-artists, painting at a variety of
locations and socialising over a drink and
meal. You will make new friends as you
enjoy exploring a the location together.
Our safari plan goes like this:
Members arrive at the venue at any time
during Friday and share a casual evening
meal. On Saturday we head off in groups
to paint, often choosing a different location
for morning and afternoon. We enjoy a more formal dinner
on Saturday evening. Sunday comprises another painting
session, lunch and a ‘show & tell’ of our watercolours,
before heading home.
Of course, members often visit friends or arrange their own
longer holiday in the locality. Partners are welcome.
Makoura Lodge will provide a beautiful venue for an autumn
safari, with superb views.

On February 24 the Monthly Painting Group met on the North
Lawn of Government House. As we arrived it was chilly under a
cerulean blue sky. Cars laden with chilly bins, rugs, easels and
chairs dropped off artists and equipment. The moss green lawn
was wet from an early morning soaking from hidden sprinklers
so we squelched as we walked looking for the best location.
Dan Reeve was quickly into his preliminary sketch and washes
for his demonstration. He attracted a crowd of artists. As the
minutes passed more and more painters emerged from garden
paths to join the 40 strong group. By lunch there were artists
dotted all around the lawn. For our picnic of cucumber
sandwiches and cakes we gathered close to the House and
talked and enjoyed the warmth radiating from the concrete
walls. It was a lovely morning to be painting in such an
interesting setting.

Date
Venue

Friday 19 to Sunday 21 April
Makoura Lodge, 20 minutes east of Kimbolton in
the Manawatu. Makoura Lodge is located in the foothills

of the Ruahine Ranges in a tranquil and serene location.
Have a look online: www.makouralodge.co.nz
If you would like further information on the Safari weekend
please email bookings@watercolournewzealand.co.nz

Dan Reeve

Samantha Qian Qiao

Pete James from Blenheim
Lynn Crooks
Watercolour New Zealand Newsletter

Dora Smith from New Plymouth
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What’s Ahead?
Workshops and Courses coming up
FOUR DAY WORKSHOP

(Class: 2013/1)

Outdoor Painting
Tutor: Australian Artist, Greg Allen
This class is fully subscribed.

6 x THURSDAY EVENINGS COURSE
(Class: 2013/2)

Line, Colour, Composition
Tutor: Wendy Masters
Two sessions on each of the following subjects:

Using different drawing mediums and the KIND of line they
each make. Using them with watercolour washes in
traditional and new ways.

Taking photos to paint from (Camera necessary) and
painting from photos, using the methods practised in the
previous lessons.

Doing tiny paintings on A5 size paper, with line and wash understanding the value of this size for their own sake and
also their use as a base for larger work.
Course: 6 sessions on Thursday evenings
Dates: Thursday 11 April – Thursday 16 May inclusive
Times: 6 – 8.30 pm
Venue:
Karori Arts Centre, 7 Beauchamp Street, Karori,
Wellington
Level: All, but not absolute beginners
Student fee: $140

Auckland Harbour by Jacky Pearson

.

WEEKEND WORKSHOP

(Class: 2013/3)

Beginners Step by Step
Tutor: Jacky Pearson
Step by step demonstrations with plenty of individual
attention. Handouts and reference material are provided as
well as 3d teaching models. A range of subjects will be
covered, including colour mixing, composition, tonal effects,
brush handling, drawing, and perspective.
Day One: We
stretch paper and discuss types of paper, brushes and paint.
Jacky will take you through the fundamentals of watercolour
and then move on to components of a landscape. Day Two:
We will paint water and boats and things nautical and finish
with a critique session.
Dates:
4-5 May 2013 Times: 9 am – 4 pm
Venue: Wellington Art Club, 27 Chelsea Street, Miramar,
Wellington
Level: Beginners ….. including absolute beginners
Student fee: $140
Materials: All materials are provided. Come and have fun
getting started or improving.

WEEKEND WORKSHOP

(Class: 2013/4)

Saturate Colour - Luminous Darks
Tutor:
Ted Sherwen
The workshop is intended to rejuvenate the senses and
augment creative thinking. The lessons over 2 days should
enhance confidence and improve brush handling and
execution. All the techniques of transparent watercolour will be
employed.
We seek a total unified surface, with some
saturate colour and luminous darks.
Even where a person has good draughtsman abilities it does
not follow that he/she is going to find painting, especially
watercolour, easier.
An all too common scenario is a critical hesitation/doubt when
stronger colour and tone is being painted.
This lack of
confidence can manifest as indifferent execution of critical
shapes or passages of colour. The content of the workshop is
aimed at improving the fluid handling of watercolour paint with
larger brushes and diminishing the tendency to niggle, by no
means confined to beginners.
Dates:
8 – 9 June 2013 Times: 9 am – 5 pm
Venue: Karori Arts Centre, 7 Beauchamp Street, Karori, Wgtn
Level:
Intermediate - Advanced
Student fee: $180
Materials: Basic kit. A list is provided.

To Book a Workshop or Course or request further information
Please book by email, giving information as above: bookings@watercolournewzealand.co.nz
If you do not have email, phone 04 526 7304 (Sue Wild) - leave answerphone message if no response.
Please give the following information:
Your name, phone number/s and address
Number of the workshop or course you wish to book (see red text above e.g. 2013/1)
Method of payment you will use – see below.
Payment by cheque OR direct credit: (To be made after receiving confirmation of your place from Sue)
Cheque made to Watercolour New Zealand, with your name, address and the workshop/course number on reverse.
Post to “Class bookings, Watercolour New Zealand, P O Box 33088, Petone, Lower Hutt 5046.”
Direct Credit to Watercolour NZ Account: 010607-0026637-00 ANZ Lower Hutt
Reference if using Direct Credit: Your name / Class number (e,g, 2013/1)
If you are using Direct Credit, please send an email to the Treasurer to inform him of payment: mgbain@xtra.co.nz
Date of payment: Please pay the full cost by 3 weeks prior to the first class day to secure your place.
Cancellation: Interest in classes is high. Last minute cancellation can result in fellow members missing out and a loss to
Watercolour New Zealand. In the event of cancellation, a refund will be given less a $25 administration fee.
Watercolour New Zealand Newsletter
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What’s Ahead?
Monthly Painting Group - ‘MPG’
Come out on a Sunday in each month and enjoy outdoor painting in the good company
of our members. At Wellington sessions a tutor provides a demonstration.
Meet at 9.45am (Wellington) or 10am (Kapiti), paint, then lunch together at a
nearby café.
For queries, phone the coordinator on the number below. Take that number with you
on the day to phone or text if you can’t find us. Check the weather forecast before
leaving to decide whether you need a woolly scarf or a sunhat! If in doubt check with
the coordinator before setting out as the weather can vary from district to district.
Occasionally the painting morning may have to be cancelled or postponed if the
weather is moody.

Wellington Group 9.45 am
Date

Tutor

Shireen Kamra makes use of local props during the
outdoor painting session at Evans Bay Marina.
“Better than the expensive equipment at home!”

Coordinator: Martin Jenkins 04 479 7608 / 027 604 7329 Last Sunday in each month

Painting location and meeting place

Café

31 March Jacky Pearson Lyall Bay Surf Club, Layall Bay Parade

Lyall Bay Café

28 April

Jacky Pearson Civic Square, Wakefield Street , Wakefield Street, Wgtn

Clarks Café in the Library

26 May

Shirley Sutton

Chocolate Fish Café, Shelley Bay

Breaker Bay (through the Pass of Branda), Seatoun

Kapiti Group 10 am

Coordinator: Grahame 04 905 1668; Susan 04 904 9016

Date

Leader

Painting location and meeting place

Café

7 April

Grahame Harris

Home of Frank & Vicki Boffa, 19 Manu Grove, Waikanae
— see map 13 in the Kapiti phone book

Melt Café

5 May

Susan Worthington Waikanae River by Main Road bridge

Olive Grove Café, Mahara Place

2 June

Susan Worthington Esplanade Reserve by Huiawa River Mouth

The Front Room, 42 Tutere St. Wkne

First Sunday in each month

Watercolour New Zealand AGM
Sunday 17 March at 2 pm at the Karori Art Centre,
9 Beauchamp Street, Karori, Wellington.
The AGM meeting will be followed by a talk by Sue Wild
on her experience as artist on the Royal Tour.
The Committee will serve afternoon tea.

Exhibitions and Events

The Gordon Harris
Online Watercolour Competition
We invite members to enter our 2013 Online Watercolour
Competition. Photos of paintings are to be emailed in,
then the entries will be forwarded to a team of judges.

28th Chelsea International Fine Art Competition
This competition offers artists an opportunity for
increased exposure for their works. Visit the
website: www.agora-gallery.com/competition

1st - $200 2nd - $100 3rd - $50

Pumpkin Cottage Revival
Artist Johanna King is aiming to re-ignite the joie de
vivre of the painters who gathered at Pumpkin Cottage,
Upper Hutt, in the early 20th century. If you are
interested in joining, please contact Johanna on

Johanna@kingconsultants.co.nz
Plein Air Art Meetup Group in the Auckland area

Enjoy friendly days painting on location.
www.meetup.com/PleinAir_NewZealand
“Renoir” - the movie
A group viewing at the Petone Lighthouse is being
organised to raise funds for the Hutt Art Society. Dates
& times to be advised. Please contact Jacky Pearson

info@jackypearson.com or 04 562 8664

Welcome to new members ….
Rod Webb (Ashburton) • Gavin Smith (Cambridge)
Kathryn Peard (Levin) • Claire Forbes (Timaru)
Lyn Greep (Nelson) • Leila Hunter (New Plymouth)
Lynn Jagusch (Wellington) • Lesley Smith (Auckland)
Watercolour New Zealand Newsletter

Competition Closes on 15 April 2013 at midnight
Prizes: Gift Cards for Gordon Harris Stores:

www.watercolournewzealand.co.nz

· One entry per member
· The topic is open - your choice of subject.
· Entries must be the original work of the member; must not
be copied from another person’s painting or photograph;
must have been completed within the last 12 months.
· Photos must be of publishable quality; approx. size 500Kb.
· Photo file name to be in this format:
“Sea View by Pat White”
· Email the digital photo of the painting to the Editor
sue.wildnz@gmail.com
Subject line: “WNZ Online Competition”
· The decision of the judges is final and no correspondence
will be entered into.
· Entries may be used for promotion of Watercolour New
Zealand.
The competition is managed by Watercolour New Zealand.
We wish to thank Gordon Harris Ltd for their sponsorship.
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